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Abstract
This paper deals with the automatic analysis of conversations
between a customer and an agent in a call centre of a customer
care service. The purpose of the analysis is to hypothesize
themes about problems and complaints discussed in the conver-
sation. Themes are defined by the application documentation
topics. A conversation may contain mentions that are irrelevant
for the application purpose and multiple themes whose men-
tions may be interleaved portions of a conversation that cannot
be well defined. Two methods are proposed for multiple theme
hypothesization. One of them is based on a cosine similarity
measure using a bag of features extracted from the entire con-
versation. The other method introduces the concept of thematic
density distributed around specific word positions in a conver-
sation. In addition to automatically selected words, word bi-
grams with possible gaps between successive words are also
considered and selected. Experimental results show that the re-
sults obtained with the proposed methods outperform the re-
sults obtained with support vector machines on the same data.
Furthermore, using the theme skeleton of a conversation from
which thematic densities are derived, it will be possible to ex-
tract components of an automatic conversation report to be used
for improving the service performance.
Index Terms: multi-topic audio document classification, hu-
man/human conversation analysis, speech analytics, distance
bigrams

1. Introduction
There has been a growing interest in recent years on speech
technology capabilities for monitoring telephone services. In
order to provide a high level of efficiency and user satisfaction,
there is a consensus on the importance of improving systems
for analysing human/human conversations to obtain reports on
customer problems and the way an agent has solved them. With
these reports, useful statistics can be obtained on problem types
and facts, the efficiency of problem solutions, user attitude and
satisfaction.

The application considered in this paper deals with the au-
tomatic analysis of dialogues between a call centre agent who
can solve problems defined by the application domain docu-
mentation and a customer whose behaviour is unpredictable.
The customer is expected to seek information and/or formulate
complaints about the Paris transportation system and services.

The application documentation is a concise description of
problem themes and basic facts of each theme considered as a
conversation topic. The most important speech analytics for the
application are the themes even if facts and related complemen-
tary information are also useful.

A conversation may contain more than one semantically re-
lated themes. Depending on the type of relation, some themes

discussed in a conversation may be irrelevant for the applica-
tion task. For example, a customer may inquiry about an object
lost on a transportation mean that was late. In such a case, the
loss is a much more relevant theme than the traffic state. A
component of the automatic analysis is an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system that makes recognition errors. In the
above example, failure to detect the mention to traffic state can
be tolerated if the mention to the loss fact is correctly hypoth-
esized but in general, all the mentioned themes must be taken
into account. This paper focuses on the detection of relevant
themes in a service dialogue. Conversations to be analysed may
be about one or more domain themes. Detecting the possibility
of having multiple themes and identifying them is important for
estimating proportions of customer problems involving related
topics. Different themes can be mentioned in disjoint discourse
segments. In some cases, mentions of different themes may
coexist in short segments or even in a single sentence. Even
when different themes are mentioned in non-overlapping dis-
course segments, segment boundaries may be difficult to esti-
mate because of the errors introduced by the ASR system and
the imprecise knowledge about the language structures used by
casual users in the considered real-world situation. In spite of
the just discussed difficulties, it is worth considering the possi-
bility of extracting suitable features for theme detection consid-
ering that it is likely to have several mentions of a theme in a
conversation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 of the paper
discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the application do-
main and the features used for theme hypothesization. The first
of two approaches to multiple theme identification is introduced
in section 4. It is based on the automatic estimation of decision
parameters applied to global cosine similarity measures. The
second approach, described in section 5, introduces the concept
of dialogue skeleton based on which thematic densities of fea-
tures can be computed and used as soft detections of possibly
overlapping locations in a dialogue where one or more themes
are mentioned. Decision making with this approach is also de-
scribed. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.

2. Related work
Human/human spoken conversation analyses have been re-
cently reviewed in [1]. Methods for topic identification in au-
dio documents are reviewed in [2]. Solutions for the detection
of conversation segments expressing different topics have been
proposed in many publications, recently reviewed in [3]. Inter-
esting solutions have been proposed for linear models of non-
hierarchical segmentation. Some approaches propose inference
methods for selecting segmentation points at the local maxima
of cohesion functions. Some functions use features extracted in
each conversation sentence or in a window including a few sen-
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tences. Some search methods detect cohesion in a conversation
using language models and some others consider hidden topics
shared across documents.

A critical review on lexical cohesion can be found in [4]
who propose an unsupervised approach for hypothesizing seg-
mentation points using cue phrases automatically extracted
from unlabelled data. An evaluation of coarse-grain segmen-
tation can be found in [5].

Multi-label classification is discussed in [6] and [7] mostly
for large collections of text documents. Particularly interesting
is a technique called creation consisting in creating new com-
posite labels for each association of multiple labels assigned to
an instance.

This paper extends concepts found in the recent literature
by introducing a version of bigram words that may have a gap of
one word. These features are used in decision strategies based
on a constrained application of the cosine similarity and on a
new definition of soft theme density location in a conversation.

3. Application task and features
The application task is about a customer care service (CCS).
The purpose of the application is to monitor the effectiveness
of a call centre by evaluating proportions of problem items and
solutions. Application relevant information is described in the
application requirements focussing on an informal description
of useful speech analytics not completely defined. The require-
ments and other application documentation essentially describe
the types of problems a CCS agent is entitled to solve.

This paper proposes a new approach for automatically an-
notating dialogues between an agent and a customer with one
or more application theme labels belonging to the set C defined
as follows:

C := { itinerary, lost and found, time schedules, transporta-
tion card, traffic state, fine, special offers }.

Given a pair (d, c), where d ∈ X, a spoken dialogue in the
corpus X, is described by a vector vd of features and c ∈ C
is a class corresponding to a theme described by a vector vc
of features of the same type as vd, two classification methods,
indicated as γ1 and γ2, are proposed for multiple theme classi-
fication.

With the purpose of increasing the performance of auto-
matic multiple theme hypothesization, bigrams were added to
the lexicon of 7217 words with the possibility of having also
distance bigrams made of pairs of words distant a maximum of
two words. The feature set increases to 160433 features with
this addition. In order to avoid data sparseness effects, a re-
duced feature set V was obtained by selecting features based on
their purity and coverage. Purity of a feature t is defined with
the Gini criterion as follows:

G(t) =
∑

c∈C
P2(c|t) =

∑

c∈C

(
dfc(t)

dfT(t)

)2

(1)

where dfT(t) is the number of dialogues of the train set T
containing term t and dfc(t) is the number of dialogues of the
train set containing term t in dialogues annotated with theme c.

A score wc(t) is introduced for feature t in the entire train
set collection of dialogues discussing theme c. It is computed
as follows:

wc(t) = dfc(t).idf
2(t).G2(t) (2)

where idf(t) is the inverse document frequency for fea-
ture t.

4. Using a global cosine similarity measure
The classical cosine measure of similarity between the two vec-
tors vd (d ∈ X) and vc (c ∈ C) is defined as:

sc(d, c) = cos(v̂d, vc) =

∑
t∈d∩c wd(t).wc(t)√∑

t wd(t)2.wc(t)2
(3)

where wd(t) is a score for feature t in dialogue d.
Let γ1(d) be the set of themes discussed in dialogue d. A

first decision rule for automatically annotating dialogue d with
a theme class label c is:

c ∈ γ1(d) =⇒ sc(d, c) � ρ.sc(d, ĉ) (4)

where ĉ := argmaxc′∈C sc(d, c
′); and ρ ∈ [0; 1] is an

empirical parameter whose value is estimated by experiments
on the development set.

If the score of ĉ is too low, then the application of the above
rule is not reliable. To overcome this problem, the following
additional rule is introduced:

c ∈ γ1(d) =⇒ sc(d, c) � v
∑

c′∈C
sc(d, c′) (5)

where v ∈ [0; 1] is another parameter whose value is esti-
mated by experiments on the development set.

4.1. Parameter estimation

The values of parameters ρ and v have been estimated using 20
subsets of 98 dialogues each belonging to the development set
and selected with the same proportion of single and multiple
theme dialogues as in the development set. In order to estimate
the optimal values ρ̂ and v̂ of these two parameters, the follow-
ing decision rule has been applied:

(ρ̂, v̂) = argmax
(ρ,v)∈[0;1]2

20∑

i=1

F (γ1(ρ,v),Di) (6)

where F (γ1(ρ,v),Di) is the F-score (defined in the follow-
ing subsection) computed using model γ1 with the estimated
values of ρ and v in the subset Di ⊂ D.

The optimal value of ρ, the proportion of the highest score
required for assigning themes to a dialogue, has been evaluated
to ρ̂ = 0.69, and the optimal value of v, the threshold required,
to v̂ = 0.16.

4.2. Performance measures

The proposed approaches have been evaluated following pro-
cedures discussed in [7] with measures used in Information Re-
trieval (IR) and accuracy as defined in the following for a corpus
X and a decision strategy γ.

Of particular importance is the F-score: based on this mea-
sure, and as mentioned in subsection 6.3, it is possible to find the
best trade-off between precision and recall by rejecting some of
the dialogues.

Recall :

R(γ,X) = 1

|X|
∑

d∈X

|γ(d) ∩ L(d)|
|L(d)| (7)

where L(d) indicates the set of theme labels annotated for
conversation d.
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Precision :

P (γ,X) = 1

|X|
∑

d∈X

|γ(d) ∩ L(d)|
|γ(d)| (8)

F-score :

F (γ,X) = 2P (γ,X)R(γ,X)
P (γ,X) +R(γ,X) (9)

Accuracy :

A(γ,X) = 1

|X|
∑

d∈X

|γ(d) ∩ L(d)|
|γ(d) ∪ L(d)| (10)

5. Automatic annotation based on thematic
densities

5.1. Thematic density

The contribution to theme c of the features at the i-th location
in a dialogue is:

wc(pi) =
1

‖ vc ‖
∑

t∈Tpi

wc(t) (i = 1, ..., n) (11)

where Tpi is the set made of the i-th word in a conversation
and the bigrams associated with it.

A thematic density dc(pi) of theme c is associated with po-
sition i and is defined as follows:

dc(pi) =

∑n
j=1

wc(pj)

λ
dj∑n

j=1
1

λ
dj

(i = 1, ..., n) (12)

where λ � 1 is a parameter of sensitivity to proximity
whose value is estimated by experiments on the development
set and dj := |i− j|.

5.2. Dialogue skeleton

The theme density at a specific dialogue location makes it pos-
sible to derive a thematic skeleton of a dialogue.

Figure 1 shows the skeleton of a dialogue obtained with an
automatic transcription for λ = 1 and λ = 1.05 (fig 1- a) and
λ = 2.8 (fig 1- b). The figures plot the thematic density as func-
tion of the dialogue location measured in numbers of words pre-
ceding the location. The conversation is about a request of bus
schedule (indicated as HORR) and a fare (indicated as TARF).
Three functions are plotted. Two for these themes and a third
for the theme itinerary (indicated as ITNR).

As an example, an excerpt from the dialogue obtained from
manual transcriptions is reported in the following. The dialogue
positions corresponding to each turn are in brackets.

– Customer [82–100] : I would like to know if busses start
running in early morning.

– Agent [101–118] : First start is at 5 :45 at Opera square.
– (...)
– Agent [304–314] : It will be there at 8 :48.
– (...)
– Agent [442–470] : eh no .... There are specific fares for
the airport. I’ll give you the amount .... Fare is 9 euros
10.

– Customer [471–496] : 9 euros 10, should we pay 9 euros
10 cash.
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Figure 1: Thematic densities as function of location in a dia-
logue skeleton. Densities are plotted for λ = 1 and λ = 1.05
(fig 1- a) and λ = 2.8 (fig 1- b) and three themes: schedule (in-
dicated as HORR), fare (indicated as TARF) and itinerary (indi-
cated as ITNR.

With λ = 2.8 (fig 1- b), distant contexts tend to be ne-
glected. In this case decision may be adversely affected by iso-
lated features that may not be relevant for theme hypothesiza-
tion. For example, the expression there (“la-bas” in French) in
turn [304–314] tends to show more evidence for itinerary with a
peak of density at location 300, while it is used here in a request
of schedule.

Local context is more appropriately taken into account with
λ = 1.05 (fig 1- a) with the result of reducing the relevance of
the itinerary hypothesis just supported by the word there. When
λ = 1 (horizontal lines in fig 1- a), close contexts tend to be
neglected giving more importance to global features used in the
approach introduced in Section 4.

In conclusion, with a well-suited value of λ (=1.05), the-
matic coherence tends to make decisions more accurate.

5.3. Decision making

A theme c is considered as discussed in a dialogue d if it has
dominant density at a location of the dialogue (rule (13)) and if
the sum of its densities in positions where it is dominant exceeds
an empirically determined threshold (rule (14)) :

c ∈ γ2(d)⇒ ∃i ∈ �1;n� : ∀c′ ∈ C, dc(pi) � dc′(pi) (13)

c ∈ γ2(d) =⇒
∑

i∈I

dc(pi) � v
n∑

i=1

dci(pi) (14)

where v ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter whose value is estimated by
experiments on the developement set; ci is the theme of domi-
nant density at the i-th position in the dialogue; and I := {n ∈
N | ∀c′ ∈ C, dc(pn) � dc′(pn)}.
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6. Experiments
6.1. Experimental framework

Experiments have been performed using an ASR system de-
scribed in [8]. It is based on triphone acoustic hidden Markov
models (HMM) with mixtures of Gaussians belonging to a set of
230000 distributions. Model parameters were estimated with
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) adaptation of 150
hours of speech in telephone bandwidth with the data of the
train set. A corpus of 1658 telephone conversations was col-
lected at the call centre of the public transportation service in
Paris. The corpus is split into a train, a development and a test
set containing respectively 884, 196 and 578 conversations. A
3-gram language model (LM) was obtained by adapting with
the transcriptions of the train set a basic LM. An initial set of
experiments were performed with this system resulting with an
overall WER on the test set of 57% (52% for agents and 62% for
users). These high error rates are mainly due to speech disflu-
encies and to adverse acoustic environments for some dialogues
when, for example, users are calling from train stations or noisy
streets with mobile phones. Furthermore, the signal of some
sentences is saturated or of low intensity due to the distance
between speakers and phones.

The annotation with possible multiple themes of the devel-
opment and test corpora has been performed in a batch process
by maximizing the agreement between three annotators.

It is important to notice that the training corpus dialogues
have been labelled on the fly by the agents with the constraint
to choose one and only one theme corresponding to the main
customer concern. When this was not clear, the annotation was
based on the problem expressed at the beginning of the con-
versation. With such a procedure it is not possible to create
bi-labels as described in [6] and [7] and mentioned in Section 2.

6.2. Evaluation

For the sake of comparison, the results obtained with the pro-
posed classification approaches have been compared with the
results obtained with a support vector machine (SVM) using
the same features (unigrams and bigrams with possible gap of
one word) and a linear kernel. For every theme ci ∈ C, a
binary classifier γi : X → {ci, ci} is defined. Every pair
(d, ci) ∈ X × C is associated with the score computed by this
classifier. The candidate theme hypotheses for a conversation
are those whose score is in an interval corresponding to an em-
pirically determined proportion of the highest one. In addition
to that, the hypothesis with the highest score must be above a
threshold empirically determined for this purpose.

Results obtained with the cosine measure and with the
theme density are reported in Table 1 for the development set
and in Table 2 for the test set. MAN and ASR respectively in-
dicate manual transcriptions and automatic transcriptions ob-
tained with the most likely sequence of word hypotheses gener-
ated by the ASR system.

6.3. Results analysis

The development set was collected in the same time period (fall)
as the train set, while the test set was collected in the summer.
The difference in the results obtained with the test and the devel-
opment sets can be explained in part considering the frequency
of different events in the two time periods (e. g. strikes in the
fall and specific maintenance works in the summer).

The strategies of all the used methods for hypothesizing a
theme in addition to the dominant one give better results on the

Table 1: Results obtained with the SVM, the cosine measure and
the theme density for the development set.

DEV MAN ASR
SVM cos. dens. SVM cos. dens.

Accuracy 0.77 0.85 0.85 0.70 0.80 0.81
Precision 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.79 0.87 0.90
Recall 0.85 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.89 0.86
F-score 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.80 0.88 0.88

Table 2: Results obtained with the SVM, the cosine measure and
the theme density for the test set. For the cosine-based method,
the estimated confidence interval is ± 2.74% for manual tran-
scriptions, and ± 3% for the ASR output.

TEST MAN ASR
SVM cos. dens. SVM cos. dens.

Accuracy 0.74 0.78 0.78 0.64 0.71 0.71
Precision 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.72 0.79 0.79
Recall 0.83 0.87 0.85 0.77 0.83 0.80
F-score 0.84 0.87 0.85 0.75 0.81 0.80

hypothesized latter theme compared to those obtained for the
former one (monolabel categorization). For example, using the
relative value of the cosine measure with the dev set, improve-
ments from 0.88 to 0.92 using the manual transcriptions and
from 0.85 to 0.88 with the automatic transcriptions are respec-
tively observed for the F-score. The same improvements are
observed with the test set.

Using the development set for inferring a rejection rule
based on close scores between the first two hypotheses, an F-
score of 0.83 is obtained on the automatic transcriptions of the
test set with a rejection rate close to 10%, the rate of disagree-
ment between human annotators.

7. Conclusion and future work
Features have been proposed for the hypothesization of one or
more themes mentioned in a conversation between a call cen-
tre agent and a calling customer. They are sets of words, bi-
grams and distant bigrams automatically selected in the appli-
cation domain.

Two approaches have been proposed for multiple theme hy-
pothesization. A first approach is based on a cosine similarity
measure applied to the features extracted from a conversation
and the other based on a new definition of theme density ob-
tained considering a conversation skeleton. The approaches
have been evaluated and have shown to outperform an SVM
classifier using the same features and data.

Future research will include the search for confidence mea-
sures suitable for the multi topic task and the use of conver-
sation skeletons for extracting short reports on agent/customer
dialogues. From these reports, proportions of speech analytics
will be extracted and used for monitoring frequencies, impor-
tance and solution rates for different type of facts and problems.
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